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WEDDING FAST FACTS

Wedding Cake & Flower Arrangement Ideas
Wedding reception and ceremony styles range from classically elegant to wildly creative. Planning your
celebration and choosing a venue can be overwhelming. Reduce your stress by selecting a hotel or resort in
your ideal locale that provides a certified wedding planner. Whether you desire a barefoot, beachfront wedding
or prefer a more traditional venue, professional planners coordinate all the details for you. While you and your
wedding party are enjoying relaxing spa treatments or golf excursions, your planner is busy seamlessly blending
today’s unique wedding ideas with your individual flair to create a heart-melting event that’s authentically yours.

Trends For Wedding Flower Arrangements
Today’s bridal bouquets display the sweet colors of love in a mix of eye-catching textures and hues with freshlyplucked appeal. Classic garden roses are always a favorite. Create impact by combining them with tiny,
delicate blossoms and lush, substantial blooms. Pastel bouquets of creamy whites with whispers of peach and
pink make exquisite wedding flower arrangements as well. Your flower selection isn’t limited to bouquets. Brides
are skipping veils in favor of floral crowns. Decorating reception tables with flower garlands is a hot retro trend,
too. For outdoor wedding receptions, hang bloom-filled glass bottles from the branches of a large tree. Instead
of a traditional guestbook, ask guests to write messages and attach them to the dangling bottles. This distinctive
tree makes a wonderful backdrop for photographs.

Annual Number of U.S. Marriages:
2.1 million
Most Common Bridal Party Color:
Blue
Most Popular Month to Get
Married: June and September (tie)
Most Expensive Place to Get
Married: Manhattan, $87,000
average spend

Unique Wedding Cake Ideas

Least Expensive Place to Get

Least Expensive Place to Get

Unique Wedding Cake Ideas

Married: Idaho, $16,000 average

No longer is the wedding cake just a sweet treat and focus of the cutting ceremony. While the standard
requirements of taste and beauty never go out of style, today’s couples are choosing personalized cakes that

spend
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reflect individual wedding styles. White-on-white cakes are making a comeback, as is an ’80s favorite, the
buttercream cake. A twist is to incorporate ribbons or fresh flowers that complement the bridal bouquet. Inspired
wedding-cake artists sculpt sugar and fondant into custom masterpieces complete with personalized hand-

Wedding rings are worn on the

painted detailing. Cake flavors are seasonally inspired, with lighter flavors such as lemon for summer ceremonies
and rich chocolate mochas for winter.

because there was thought to be a

Did you know?

fourth finger of the left hand
vein in the finger, called the “Vein
of Love,” that connected directly to
the heart.

No Trouble In Paradise
Do you dream of exchanging vows with your beloved while standing on a beach against a backdrop of
sapphire water? A growing trend is the “weddingmoon,” where the bridal couple transitions directly from
wedding celebration to honeymoon. Guests and wedding party love a destination wedding they can tie into a
vacation getaway. So whether you desire an intimate affair serenaded only by the sounds of the waves or a
lavish celebration with a rockin’ dance band, your beachside ceremony and wedding reception are sure to
create enchanting memories.

Celebrate your Special
Day
FIND WEDDING HOTELS
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